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Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: Sunon Central Business Building, No.200 Shimin Street, 
Qianjiang CBD, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, China

Russia Branch & Experience Center
Add: Sky Masnion, No.118 Varshavskoe Road, Moscow

European R&D Center
Add: Brunnenstrasse 156, 10115 Berlin, Germany
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Add: 525 Technology Drive Suite 150 Irvine CA.92618, USA

India Branch & Experience Center
Add: Floor I & II, 643, Rd Number 36, Aditya Enclave, Venkatagiri, 
Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad, Telangana 500033, India
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Stage-like aesthetics 
creation for versatile workplaces

The workplace is also a stage with 
unique enthusiasm and romance. 
Flower 5 collection is the practice of 
the balance between artistic beauty 
and comfort of furniture design. Bold 
use of artistic lines and comfortable 
materials creates aesthetics that 
varies from space to space. 
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F5 sofa impresses you with superior comfortable 
sitting experience while leaning or lying down can 
further releases your body pressure; F5 sofa has 
graceful appearance and humanized specification, 
so that sitting and lying can be comfortably 
supported. The whole F5 collection is characterized 
by line aesthetics, so that users can enjoy an artistic 
and stylish atmosphere created.

Sitting-lying Supportive, An Elegant Silhouette
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Curves are the perfect fusion of artistic sense and emotion. The Elegance and the 
Courtesy , combined with straight lines and curves, are perfect interpretations of 
rigid and flexible space aesthetics.



Public waiting Spaces represent the first impression 
of a company. The Elegance sofa, with a covered 
profile and soft curve, brings a clear visual effect. It 
has become an ideal solution for waiting space, and 
visitors can feel the elegant temperament of space 
during a short stay.

Freeze the elegance of each stay.
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An intriguing highlight in your space.
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Foot fiber elegant, highlight the 
charm of white design, visual 
more transparent; 220mm 
height, sweeping machine 
unimpeded, easy to clean.

Elegant and light.
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Line is the code of art and a perfect interpretation of personality. The Lyric and the 
Blossom are featured by straight lines, clean and powerful, forming a decisive and 
direct visual sense and creating a minimalist, creative and efficient space.
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With the strength and simplicity of the straight 
line, SF68 injects new vitality into the space. It is 
equipped with 55mm ultra-thin armrest, straight 
lines highlight strength and vitality, empowering 
communication, cooperation and negotiation.

Inject Energy into Every Communication.
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New material of artificial leather, 
durable and easy to clean; 
available in 6 calming colors.

Color merged with 
texture in an artistic 
space.

Fashionable linen fabric available 
in 14 bright colors, creating 
vibrant and stylish spaces.
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Immerse yourself in reading and feel 
the flow of inspiration. The Blossom, 
with a 180mm-wide spacious armrest 
surface, is supportive for books 
and comfortable gestures. The soft 
afternoon sun cast on the books, 
letting using immersed in concentrated 
reading time.

A More Focused, 
Immersive Experience.
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Curved surfaces give you a sense of healing and warmth. The full shape of the Puffs 
and the Moon-nap creates an ideal leisure space in which the user can be freed from 
fatigue and anxiety when sitting down on the sofa.
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The Moon-nap is designed with a 30° armrest angle to fit the cervical 
spine perfectly. The humanized design, in which function and art 
aesthetics blend with each other, creates a relaxing leisure harbor.

Design from An Ergonomic Perspective
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F5 sofa is the ornament of dull space. It can fit in 
common spaces for reception and other social 
salon activities. The armrest of the Puffs is 
filled with 20mm thick sponge, comfortable like 
a pillow, providing users with the comfort and 
relaxation of home.

Enjoy A Relaxing Experience Like Home.
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Six Armrests Overview

A variety of armrests for different scenarios 
and same comfort.

SF66
Puffs

SF68
Lyric

SF69
Moon-nap

SF67
Blossom

SF70
Elegance

SF71
Courtesy

SF70.1
810*760*760*440(mm)

SF70.3
1840*760*760*440(mm)

Material 

Specification

SF69.1
910*760*760*440(mm)

SF69.3
1940*760*760*440(mm)

SF67.1
970*760*760*440(mm)

SF67.3
2000*760*760*440(mm)

SF66.1
930*760*760*440(mm)

SF66.3
1960*760*760*440(mm)

SF71.1
890*760*760*440(mm)

SF71.3
1920*760*760*440(mm)

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.

SF68.1
760*760*760*440(mm)

SF68.3
1790*760*760*440(mm)

Metal Feet

Meteor Grey

TP-PV27H TP-PV11H TP-PV15HTP-PV20HTP-PV22HTP-PV10H

 
PVC 

 
Mesh Fabric

TM-CI60BTM-CI35B TM-CI50B TM-CI62BTM-CI83B TM-CI80B TM-CI81B TM-CI82BTM-CI42B TM-CI30BTM-CI29B TM-CI21B

TM-CI27B TM-CI10B


